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Comparative study of the decaysB\„K,K* … l¿lÀ in the standard model
and supersymmetric theories
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Using improved theoretical calculations of the decay form factors in the light cone QCD sum rule approach,
we investigate the decay rates, dilepton invariant mass spectra and the forward-backward~FB! asymmetry in
the decaysB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 ( l 65e6,m6,t6) in the standard model~SM! and a number of popular variants of
the supersymmetric~SUSY! models. Theoretical precision on the differential decay rates and FB asymmetry is
estimated in these theories taking into account various parametric uncertainties. We show that existing data on
B→Xsg and the experimental upper limit on the branching ratioB(B→K* m1m2) provide interesting bounds
on the coefficients of the underlying effective theory. We argue that the FB asymmetry inB→K* l 1l 2

constitutes a precision test of the SM and its measurement in forthcoming experiments may reveal new physics.
In particular, the presently allowed large-tanb solutions in SUGRA models, as well as more general flavor-
violating SUSY models, yield FB asymmetries which are characteristically different from the corresponding
ones in the SM.

PACS number~s!: 13.20.He, 13.25.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The flavor-changing-neutral-current~FCNC! transitions
B→(Xs ,Xd)g and B→(Xs ,Xd) l 1l 2, with Xs (Xd) being
hadrons with overall strangenessS561 (S50), provide
potentially stringent tests of the standard model~SM! in fla-
vor physics. FCNC transitions are forbidden in the SM L
grangian and are induced by the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Mai
~GIM! amplitudes@1# at the loop level, which makes the
effective strengths small. In addition, these transitions m
also be parametrically suppressed in the SM due to t
dependence on the weak mixing angles of the quark-fla
rotation matrix — the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM!
matrix VCKM @2#. These two circumstances make the FCN
decays relatively rare and hence vulnerable to the pres
of new physics. In the context of the SM, the potential int
est in rareB decays is that they would provide a quantitati
determination of the quark-flavor rotation matrix, in partic
lar the matrix elementsVtb , Vtd andVts @3–6#. A beginning
in that direction has already been made by the measurem
of the branching ratioB(B→Xsg) @7,8#, yielding uVtsVtb* u
50.03560.004 @9#, in agreement with the expectation
based on the CKM unitarity@10#. Since complementary in
formation will also be available from theBs

0-Bs
0- and

Bd
0-Bd

0-mixing induced mass differencesDMs andDMd , re-
spectively, and from a number of rare kaon decays@11#, the
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parameters of the CKM matrix, which are already fairly co
strained in the SM@12–14#, will be multiply determined.
This will result either in precise determination of the S
parameters in the flavor sector, comparable to the preci
of the electroweak parameters of the SM@15#, or, more op-
timistically, in the discovery of new physics. Thus, FCN
processes are potentially effective tools in searching for n
physics, with the supersymmetric theories receiving spe
attention in this context@12,16–24#.

Inclusive decay rates and distributions are relatively
bust theoretically, making them well-suited to search for n
physics which may result in distortions of the SM distrib
tions. Concerning rareB decays, we recall that the shape
the photon energy spectra in the radiative decaysB
→(Xs ,Xd)g depends on the underlying physics. Howev
deviations from the SM-based normalized photon-ene
distributions are expected only for the low-to-intermedia
photon energies, where the individual contributions from
various operators in the underlying effective theory are co
parable. Measuring the low-Eg spectrum is, however, a for
midable task in the present experimental setup. More pro
ising from the point of view of observing new-physic
induced distortions in the distributions are the decaysB
→(Xs ,Xd) l 1l 2, which provide the possibility of measurin
Dalitz-distributions in a number of variables, which in tu
could be used to determine the coefficients of the effec
vertices in the underlying theory@17#. This program is some-
what handicapped by the fact that heavy quark expansio
1/mb breaks down near the endpoints of the spectra@25,26#,
near thecc̄ threshold and in the resonant region. Thus
certain amount of modeling is unavoidable for the compl
phenomenological profile of the decaysB→Xsl

1l 2. A num-
ber of studies has been undertaken to assess the
perturbative effects@25,27–32#, allowing one to define lim-

,
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ited kinematic regions where the short-distance physics
the SM and alternative theories can be quantitatively stud

While the inclusive rare decays discussed above are t
retically cleaner than exclusive decays, which require ad
tionally the knowledge of form factors, they are also mo
difficult to measure. Present best limits from the CLEO C
laboration onB→Xsm

1m2 andB→Xse
1e2 @33# decays are

typically an order of magnitude larger than the correspo
ing SM-based estimates@25#. Moreover, inclusive rare de
cays are a challange for experiments operating at hadron
chines. However, it is encouraging that the FCNC exclus
semileptonic decays, in particular theB→(K,K* )m1m2

modes, are accessible to a wider variety of experiments
we will argue quantitatively in this paper, some of th
present experimental bounds on these~and relatede1e2

modes! @34,35# are already quite stringent. With the adve
of the Fermilab booster, DESY HERA-B, experiments at
CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC!, and also the ongoing
experiments at CLEO and theB factories, the decays of in
terest B→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 will be precisely measured. It is
therefore worthwhile to return to a comparative study
these decays in the SM and some candidate theories of p
ics beyond the SM to ascertain if these modes could
meaningfully used for searches of beyond-the-SM physic

In the context of the SM, exclusive FCNC semileptonicB
decays have been studied in a number of papers@36–44#
with varying degrees of theoretical rigor and emphasis. T
main purpose of this paper is twofold: First, we would like
report on an improved calculation of the decay form fact
using the technique of the light cone QCD sum rules~LCSR!
@45,46#. Early studies of exclusiveB decays in the LCSR
approach were restricted to contributions of leading twist a
did not take into account radiative corrections~see Refs.
@47,48# for a review and references to original publication!.
In the present paper, we use the results of@49# for vector
form factors, which include next to leading order~NLO! ra-
diative corrections and higher twist corrections up to twis
@50,51#. For B→K form factors we improve on the resul
obtained in@52# by including the twist 4 mass correctio
terms calculated in@53#. Second, we apply this technology
the SM and some popular variants of the SUSY models
determine the phenomenological profiles of the decaysB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 in these scenarios. For the latter, we choo
minimal- and non-minimal SUGRA models, minimal flavo
violating ~MFV! supersymmetric model, and a gene
flavor-violating supersymmetric framework, studied in t
mass insertion approximation~MIA !. While all these models
have been studied quite extensively in the literature for
inclusive decaysB→Xsg and B→Xsl

1l 2 @16–24#, we are
not aware of corresponding studies for the exclusive dec
We strive to fill this gap in this paper.

With our goals clearly stated, we turn to the main issu
in the inclusive and exclusive rareB decays. Using the lan
guage of effective theories and restricting ourselves to
SM and SUSY, the short-distance contributions in the dec
B→Xsg andB→Xsl

1l 2, and the exclusive decays of inte
est to us, are determined by three coefficients, calledC7

eff,
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C9 andC10 @54,55#.1 Of these,uC7
effu — the modulus of the

effective coefficient of the electromagnetic penguin opera
— is bounded by the present experimental measuremen
theB→Xsg branching ratio@7,8#. Using the 95% C.L. upper
and lower bounds from the updated CLEO measureme
@7#,

2.031024,B~B→Xsg!,4.531024, ~1.1!

one gets in the next-to-leading precision the bounds:

0.28<uC7
eff~mB!u<0.41. ~1.2!

The magnitude ofC7
eff(mB) in the SM @56# is well within

the CLEO bounds but there is no experimental informat
on the phase ofC7

eff(mB). It is imperative to determine this
sign experimentally, as it is model-dependent. In particu
in supergravity-~SUGRA-!type theories, both positive an
negative-valued solutions forC7

eff(mB) are allowed in dif-
ferent SUSY-parameter regions.

Despite the present lack of direct information on the s
of C7

eff(mB), the bound in Eq.~1.2! is quite stringent and
effectively limits possible new-physics effects due to the
herent correlations among the branching ratioB(B→Xsg)
and other observable quantities such as theB0-B̄0 mixing, eK
and the mass of the CP-even Higgs boson,mh . In particular,
in the context of the minimal SUGRA~MSUGRA! models,
present data onB(B→Xsg) @7,8# and lower bounds onmh
@57# do not allow the effective coefficientC7

eff(mB) to have
a positive sign@22#. However, relaxing the grand unifie
theory~GUT! mass constraints on the parameters of the s
lar superpotential, large-tanb solutions exist, which are
compatible with all present experimental constraints and p
dict a range ofmh values which are beyond the reach
CERN e1e2 collider LEP experiments@22#. Interestingly,
these large-tanb solutions in non-minimal SUGRA model
do admit positive values forC7

eff(mB) which are compatible
in magnitude with the CLEO bounds. In a more gene
SUSY framework, the allowed parameter space for flav
violating transitions is much larger. Thus, in the MIA a
proach@23#, not only the sign ofC7

eff but also that ofC10
may have either value. As different dilepton invariant ma
regions inB→Xsl

1l 2, the coefficientsC7
eff(mB), C9

eff(mB)
andC10 are weighted differently, a detailed knowledge of t
invariant mass distribution and the FB asymmetry@28#, to-
gether with the decay rateB→Xsg, is completely sufficient
to determine these effective coefficients@17#.2 With obvious
changes, these remarks apply to the exclusive decayB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 as well with the proviso that form facto
dependence introduces an additional uncertainty, which
estimate in this paper. A relatively stable quantity is t

1In general, more operators are present in supersymmetric the
and we discuss their possible effects later in this paper.

2Note thatC7
eff, C9 and C10 are Wilson coefficients~numbers!,

but C9
eff is a function of the dilepton invariant mass and encod

also the information from the long-distance contribution. We
sume that new physics leaves the long-distance part largely int
4-2
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TABLE I. Values of the SM Wilson coefficients used in the numerical calculations, corresponding t
central values of the parameters given in Table VI. Here,C7

eff[C72C5/32C6, and forC9 we use the NDR
scheme andC(0)[3C11C213C31C413C51C6.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
eff C9 C10 C(0)

20.248 11.107 10.011 20.026 10.007 20.031 20.313 14.344 24.669 10.362
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value of the dilepton invariant mass for which the forwar
backward FB asymmetry becomes zero in the SM. This
been discussed in the context of a number of phenome
logical models for the form factors@44#. We argue here tha
using the results of the large-energy expansion techn
~LEET! @58#, the uncertainty in the zero of the FB asymm
try in the decaysB→K* l 1l 2 due to the form factors can b
shown to be minimal. This yields a strikingly simple relatio
between the coefficientsC7

eff andC9
eff which we present in

this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we intr

duce the effective Hamiltonian formalism for semilepton
rare B decays. Section III contains the definitions and de
vations of the form factors in the decaysB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2

using the light cone QCD sum rule approach. In Sec. IV,
display the decay distributions for the invariant dilept
mass spectra forB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 and the FB asymmetry fo
B→K* l 1l 2. Section V contains our numerical results f
the branching ratios and the FB asymmetry in the SM,
cluding comparison with the available data. Comparat
studies in a number of variants of the supersymmetric m
els are presented in Sec. VI. Section VII contains a b
summary and some concluding remarks.

II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN

At the quark level, the rare semileptonic decayb
→sl1l 2 can be described in terms of the effective Ham
tonian obtained by integrating out the top quark andW6

bosons:

Heff524
GF

A2
Vts* Vtb(

i 51

10

Ci~m!Oi~m!. ~2.1!

In this paper, we use the Wilson-coefficientsCi calculated in
the naive dimensional regularization~NDR! scheme@59#.

The above Hamiltonian leads to the following free qua
decay amplitude:

M~b→sl1l 2!5
GFa

A2p
Vts* VtbH C9

eff@ s̄gmLb#@ l̄ gmł #

1C10@ s̄gmLb#@ l̄ gmg5ł #

22m̂bC7
effF s̄ismn

q̂n

ŝ
RbG @ l̄ gmł #J .

~2.2!

Here, L/R[(17g5)/2, s5q2, q5p11p2 where p6 are
the four-momenta of the leptons, respectively. We
07402
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ms /mb50, but keep the leptons massive. The hat deno
normalization in terms of theB-meson mass,mB , e.g. ŝ

5s/mB
2 , m̂b5mb /mB . Here and in the remainder of thi

work we shall denote bymb[mb(m) theMS mass evaluated
at a scalem and bymb,pole the pole mass of theb quark. To
NLO in perturbation theory, they are related by

mb~m!5mbpoleF12
4

3

as~m!

p H 12
3

4
lnS mbpole

2

m2 D J G .

~2.3!

Note thatM(b→sl1l 2), although a free quark decay am
plitude, contains certain long-distance effects from the m
trix elements of four-quark operators,^ l 1l 2suOi ub&, 1< i
<6, which usually are absorbed into a redefinition of t
short-distance Wilson coefficients. To be specific, we defi
for exclusive decays,3 the effective coefficient of the operato
O95e2/(16p2)( s̄gmLb)( l̄ gml ) as

C9
eff~ ŝ!5C91Y~ ŝ!, ~2.4!

whereY( ŝ) stands for the above-mentioned matrix eleme
of the four-quark operators. A perturbative calculation yie
@54,55#

Ypert~ ŝ!5g~m̂c ,ŝ!~3C11C213C31C413C51C6!

2
1

2
g~1,ŝ!~4C314C413C51C6!

2
1

2
g~0,ŝ!~C313C4!1

2

9
~3C31C413C51C6!.

~2.5!

We work in leading logarithmic~LLog! approximation with
the values ofCi given in Table I. Formulas can be seen
@54#. For the decays B→Xsl

1l 2 @likewise, for B

→(K,K* ) l 1l 2], and with ŝ far below thecc̄ threshold, per-
turbation theory, augmented by power corrections, is
pected to yield a reliable estimate. The power corrections

3For inclusivedecays one has in addition to take into account
O(as) virtual and bremsstrahlung corrections to the matrix elem
^ l 1l 2suO9ub& as calculated in@60#. For exclusivedecays, one can
define an effective coefficient by including only the virtual corre
tions. We do not include any perturbative corrections to the parto
matrix elements. However, corresponding corrections are inclu
in the nonperturbative matrix element over mesons.
4-3
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1/mc
2 cannot be calculated near the thresholds54mc

2 and in
the resonance regions, as the heavy quark expansion b
down @27#. So, a complete profile of the FCNC semilepton
decays cannot at present be calculated from first princip
Several phenomenological prescriptions for incorporating
nonperturbative contributions toY( ŝ) exist in the literature
@28,29,31#. The resulting uncertainties onC9

eff and various
distributions in the inclusive decays have been worked ou
@5,32,30# to which we refer for detailed discussions. In th
present paper we use the two parametrizations due to Kr¨ger
and Sehgal@29# and Ali, Mannel and Morozumi@28#, and
interpret the difference in results forC9

eff as an estimate o
the theoretical uncertainty. Nonperturbative effects origin
in particular from resonance corrections to the perturba
quark loops included inY pert( ŝ). Light-quark loops are sup
pressed by small Wilson-coefficients, so it is essentially o
the charm loop that matters. Reference@28# suggests to add
the cc̄ resonance contributions fromJ/C,C8, . . . ,C (v) to
the perturbative result, with the former parametrized in
form of a phenomenological Breit-Wigner ansatz@36#. Y is
then given by

Yamm~ ŝ!5Ypert~ ŝ!1
3p

a2
C(0) (

Vi5c(1s), . . . ,c(6s)
k i

3
G~Vi→ l 1l 2!mVi

mVi

22 ŝmB
22 imVi

GVi

~2.6!

with C(0)[3C11C213C31C413C51C6. The phenom-
enological factorsk i correct for the factorization approxima
tion which withNC53 ~also callednaive factorization@61#!
gives a too small branching fraction forB→K (* )Vi . They
can be fixed from

B~B→K (* )Vi→K (* )l 1l 2!5B~B→K (* )Vi !B~Vi→ l 1l 2!,
~2.7!

where the right-hand side is given by data@15#. While in the
literature forinclusive B→Xsl

1l 2 decays, one comes acro
a universalk i(Xs)[k1(Xs)52.3 @62#, we have evaluated th
individual factors for the lowest twocc̄ resonances, shown i
Table II. In our numerical analysis we use for the high
resonancesC ( i i ), . . . ,C (v) the average ofJ/C andC8. We
have averaged over charged and neutralB mesons if data are
available. Concentrating onJ/C only and assuming that th
inclusive caseXs is saturated byK andK* , we getk1(Xs)
51.9. Note that only the combinationuC(0)k i u can be fixed
from theJ/c,c8 data. However, we treat the phase of thek i
as fixed to the one in the factorization approach. This
substantiated by data in which the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel

TABLE II. Fudge factors inB→K (* )J/C,C8→K (* )l 1l 2 de-
cays calculated using the LCSR form factors.

k J/C C8
K 2.70 3.51

K* 1.65 2.36
07402
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rametersa1 anda2 @63# are consistently determined, witha1
coming out close to its perturbation theory value and the s
of a2 /a1 is the one given by the factorization approa
@64,61#.

In the AMM approach, it is tacitly assumed that the e
trapolation of the Breit-Wigner form away from the res
nances could be used to estimate these power correc
reliably.

The KS approach@29#, on the other hand, bypasses t
perturbative-nonperturbative dichotomy by using the m
sured cross sections(e1e2→ hadrons! together with the
assumption of quark-hadron duality for largeŝ to reconstruct
Y( ŝ) from its imaginary part by a dispersion relation. How
ever, perturbative contributions ins(e1e2→ hadrons! and
B→Xsl

1l 2 are not identical. In particular, the perturbativ
part of Y( ŝ) has genuine hard contributions proportional
mb

2 , which can neither be ignored nor taken care of by
quark-duality argument. The issue in this approach rema
as to how much of the genuine perturbative contribution
B→Xsl

1l 2 arising from thecc̄ continuum should be kep
and there is at present no unique solution to this problem
argued in@31# to which we refer for further discussion of thi
point. As stated earlier, we shall take the difference betw
the AAM-based and KS-based approaches for the lo
distance contributions as a theoretical systematic error.

III. FORM FACTORS FROM QCD SUM RULES
ON THE LIGHT CONE

Exclusive decaysB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 are described in terms
of matrix elements of the quark operators in Eq.~2.2! over
meson states, which can be parametrized in terms of f
factors.

Let us first define the form factors of the transition invol
ing the pseudoscalar mesonsB→K. The non-vanishing ma-
trix elements are (q5pB2p)

^K~p!us̄gmbuB~pB!&5 f 1~s!H ~pB1p!m2
mB

22mK
2

s
qmJ

1
mB

22mK
2

s
f 0~s!qm , ~3.1!

and

^K~p!us̄smnqn~11g5!buB~pB!&

[^K~p!us̄smnqnbuB~pB!&

5 i $~pB1p!ms2qm~mB
22mK

2 !%
f T~s!

mB1mK
.

~3.2!

For the vector mesonK* with polarization vectorem , we
can define the semileptonic form factors of theV2A current
by
4-4
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TABLE III. Central values of parameters for the parametrization~3.7! of the B→K and B→K* form
factors. Renormalization scale for the penguin form factorsf T and Ti is m5mb . c3 can be neglected for
B→K* form factors.

f 1 f 0 f T A1 A2 A0 V T1 T2 T3

F(0) 0.319 0.319 0.355 0.337 0.282 0.471 0.457 0.379 0.379 0.2
c1 1.465 0.633 1.478 0.602 1.172 1.505 1.482 1.519 0.517 1.1
c2 0.372 20.095 0.373 0.258 0.567 0.710 1.015 1.030 0.426 1.1
c3 0.782 0.591 0.700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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^K* ~p!u~V2A!muB~pB!&52 i em* ~mB1mK* !A1~s!

1 i ~pB1p!m~e* pB!
A2~s!

mB1mK*

1 iqm~e* pB!
2mK*

s

3„A3~s!2A0~s!…

1emnrse* npB
r ps

2V~s!

mB1mK*
.

~3.3!

Note the exact relations

A3~s!5
mB1mK*

2mK*
A1~s!2

mB2mK*

2mK*
A2~s!,

A0~0!5A3~0!,

^K* u]mAmuB&52mK* ~e* pB!A0~s!. ~3.4!

The second relation in Eq.~3.4! ensures that there is no k
nematical singularity in the matrix element ats50. The de-
cay B→K* l 1l 2 is described by the above semilepton
form factors and the following penguin form factors:

^K* us̄smnqn~11g5!buB~pB!&

5 i emnrse* npB
r ps2T1~s!1T2~s!

3$em* ~mB
22mK*

2
!2~e* pB!~pB1p!m%

1T3~s!~e* pB!H qm2
s

mB
22mK*

2 ~pB1p!mJ ~3.5!

with

T1~0!5T2~0!. ~3.6!

All signs are defined in such a way as to render the fo
factors positive. The physical range ins extends fromsmin
50 to smax5(mB2mK,K* )2.

Lacking a complete solution of non-perturbative QC
one has to rely on certain approximate methods to calcu
the above form factors. In this paper, we choose to calcu
them by the QCD sum rules on the light cone~LCSRs!. The
07402
,
te
te

method of LCSRs was first suggested for the study of w
baryon decays in@45# and later extended to heavy meso
decays in@46#. It is a nonperturbative approach which com
bines ideas of QCD sum rules@65# with the twist expansion
characteristic for hard exclusive processes in QCD@66# and
makes explicit use of the large energy of the final state m
son at small values of the momentum transfer to leptonss. In
this respect, the LCSR approach is complementary to lat
calculations@67#, which are mainly restricted to form factor
at small recoil~large values ofs) and at present require th
scaling behavior found in the context of the LCSRs to e
trapolate to smaller values ofs @68#. Of course, the LCSRs
lack the rigor of the lattice approach. Nevertheless, they p
vide a powerful nonperturbative model which is explicit
consistent with perturbative QCD and the heavy quark lim

Early studies of exclusiveB decays in the LCSR approac
were restricted to contributions of leading twist and did n
take into account radiative corrections. These corrections
cluded in the estimates presented here, turn out to shift
form factors by;10%.

In previous works@69,52,49#, the resulting form factors
have been parametrized by a modified single pole formu

F~ ŝ!5
F~0!

12aFŝ1bFŝ2
,

obtained from a fit to the LCSR result in the regionŝ
,0.54. The extrapolation of this parametrization to ma
mum ŝ is prone to spurious singularities below the physic
cut starting ats5mB

s*
2

. In the present work we thus choose

different parametrization which avoids this problem:

F~ ŝ!5F~0!exp~c1ŝ1c2ŝ21c3ŝ3!. ~3.7!

The term inŝ3 turns out to be important inB→K transitions,
whereŝ can be as large as 0.82, but can be neglected foB

→K* with ŝ,0.69. The parametrization formula work
within 1% accuracy fors,15 GeV2. For an estimate of the
theoretical uncertainty of these form factors, we have var
the input parameters of the LCSRs, i.e. the b quark mass
Gegenbauer moments of theK and K* distribution ampli-
tudes and the LCSR-specific Borel-parametersM2 and con-
tinuum thresholds0 within their respective allowed range
specified in@52,49# and obtain the three sets of form facto
given in Tables III–V, which represent, for eachŝ, the cen-
4-5
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TABLE IV. Parameters for the maximum allowed form factors.

f 1 f 0 f T A1 A2 A0 V T1 T2 T3

F(0) 0.371 0.371 0.423 0.385 0.320 0.698 0.548 0.437 0.437 0
c1 1.412 0.579 1.413 0.557 1.083 1.945 1.462 1.498 0.495 1.
c2 0.261 20.240 0.247 0.068 0.393 0.314 0.953 0.976 0.402 1.3
c3 0.822 0.774 0.742 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
e-

e-

V

ns
th

n

ass.
tral value, maximum and minimum allowed form factor, r
spectively. We plot the form factors in Figs. 1 and 2.

Our value ofT1(0) is consistent with the CLEO measur
ment ofB(B→K* g)exp5(4.260.860.6)31025 @70#. From
the formula for the decay rate,

G~B→K* g!5
GF

2auVts* Vtbu2

32p4
mb

2mB
3

3~12mK*
2 /mB

2 !3uC7
effu2uT1~0!u2, ~3.8!

the central values of the parameters given in Table
T1(0)50.379 and withtB51.61 ps we findB(B→K* g) th
54.431025.

IV. DECAY DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section we define various decay distributio
whose phenomenological analysis will be performed in
next section.

Equation~2.2! can be written as

M5
GFa

2A2p
Vts* VtbmB@T m

1 ~ l̄ gm!1T m
2 ~ l̄ gmg5l !#,

~4.1!

where forB→Kl 1l 2,

T m
1 5A8~ ŝ! p̂hm1B8~ ŝ!q̂m , ~4.2!

T m
2 5C8~ ŝ! p̂hm1D8~ ŝ!q̂m , ~4.3!

and forB→K* l 1l 2,

T m
1 5A~ ŝ!emrabe* rp̂B

ap̂K*
b

2 iB~ ŝ!e* m1 iC~ ŝ!~e* • p̂B!p̂hm

1 iD ~ ŝ!~e* • p̂B!q̂m , ~4.4!

T m
2 5E~ ŝ!emrabe* rp̂B

ap̂K*
b

2 iF ~ ŝ!e* m1 iG~ ŝ!~e* • p̂B! p̂hm

1 iH ~ ŝ!~e* • p̂B!q̂m , ~4.5!
07402
I,

e

with p[pB1pK,K* . Note that, using the equation of motio
for lepton fields, the terms inq̂m in T m

1 vanish and those in
T m

2 become suppressed by one power of the lepton m
This effectively eliminates the photon pole inB8 for B
→K.

The auxiliary functions above are defined as

A8~ ŝ!5C9
eff~ ŝ! f 1~ ŝ!1

2m̂b

11m̂K

C7
efff T~ ŝ!, ~4.6!

B8~ ŝ!5C9
eff~ ŝ! f 2~ ŝ!2

2m̂b

ŝ
~12m̂K!C7

efff T~ ŝ!,

~4.7!

C8~ ŝ!5C10f 1~ ŝ!, ~4.8!

D8~ ŝ!5C10f 2~ ŝ!, ~4.9!

A~ ŝ!5
2

11m̂K*
C9

eff~ ŝ!V~ ŝ!1
4m̂b

ŝ
C7

effT1~ ŝ!,

~4.10!

B~ ŝ!5~11m̂K* !FC9
eff~ ŝ!A1~ ŝ!

1
2m̂b

ŝ
~12m̂K* !C7

effT2~ ŝ!G , ~4.11!

C~ ŝ!5
1

12m̂K*
2 F ~12m̂K* !C9

eff~ ŝ!A2~ ŝ!

12m̂bC7
effS T3~ ŝ!1

12m̂K*
2

ŝ
T2~ ŝ!D G ,

~4.12!
.234
230
089
TABLE V. Parameters for the minimum allowed form factors.

f 1 f 0 f T A1 A2 A0 V T1 T2 T3

F(0) 0.278 0.278 0.300 0.294 0.246 0.412 0.399 0.334 0.334 0
c1 1.568 0.740 1.600 0.656 1.237 1.543 1.537 1.575 0.562 1.
c2 0.470 0.080 0.501 0.456 0.822 0.954 1.123 1.140 0.481 1.
c3 0.885 0.425 0.796 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4-6
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D~ ŝ!5
1

ŝ
@C9

eff~ ŝ!„~11m̂K* !A1~ ŝ!2~12m̂K* !A2~ ŝ!

22m̂K* A0~ ŝ!…22m̂bC7
effT3~ ŝ!#, ~4.13!

E~ ŝ!5
2

11m̂K*
C10V~ ŝ!, ~4.14!

F~ ŝ!5~11m̂K* !C10A1~ ŝ!, ~4.15!

G~ ŝ!5
1

11m̂K*
C10A2~ ŝ!, ~4.16!

H~ ŝ!5
1

ŝ
C10@~11m̂K* !A1~ ŝ!2~12m̂K* !A2~ ŝ!

22m̂K* A0~ ŝ!#. ~4.17!

Note that the inclusion of the fulls-quark mass dependenc
into the above formulas can be done by substitutingmb

FIG. 1. LCSR form factors with theoretical uncertainties for t

B→K transition as a function ofŝ. Solid, dotted and dashed curve
correspond tof 1 , f T , f 0, respectively. Renormalization scale forf T

is m5mb .
07402
→mb1ms into all terms proportional toC7
effT1 and C7

efff T

and mb→mb2ms in C7
effT2,3, sinceO7; s̄smn@(mb1ms)

1(mb2ms)g5#qnb.
We choose the kinematic variables (ŝ,û) to be

ŝ5q̂25~p11p2!2, ~4.18!

û5~ p̂B2p2!22~ p̂B2p1!2

~4.19!

which are bounded as

~2m̂l !
2< ŝ<~12m̂K,K* !2, ~4.20!

2û~ ŝ!<û<û~ ŝ!, ~4.21!

with m̂l5ml /mB and

û~ ŝ!5AlS 124
m̂l

2

ŝ
D , ~4.22!

TABLE VI. Default values of the input parameters and th
61 s errors on the sensitive parameters used in our numer
calculations.

mW 80.41 GeV
mZ 91.1867 GeV

sin2uW 0.2233
mc 1.4 GeV

mbpole 4.860.2 GeV
mt 173.865.0 GeV
m mb,pole2mb,pole/2

1mb,pole

LQCD
(5) 0.22020.063

10.078 GeV

a21 129
as(mZ) 0.11960.0058
uVts* Vtbu 0.0385

uVts* Vtbu/uVcbu 1
r

d

to
FIG. 2. LCSR form factors
with theoretical uncertainties fo
the B→K* transition as a func-

tion of ŝ. In ~a!, the solid, dotted,
dashed and short long dashe
curves correspond toV,A0 ,A1 ,A2

and in ~b! the solid, dotted and
dashed curves correspond
T1 ,T2 ,T3, respectively. Renor-
malization scale for Ti is m
5mb .
4-7
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l[l~1,m̂K,K*
2 ,ŝ!

511m̂K,K*
4 1 ŝ222ŝ22m̂K,K*

2 ~11 ŝ!. ~4.23!

Note that the variableû corresponds tou, the angle between
07402
the momentum of theB meson and the positively charge
leptonl 1 in the dilepton c.m. system~c.m.s.! frame, through
the relationû52û( ŝ)cosu @28#. Keeping the lepton mass
we find the double differential decay widthsGK andGK* for
the decaysB→Kl 1l 2 andB→K* l 1l 2, respectively, as
.

ns
d2GK

dŝdû
5

GF
2a2mB

5

211p5
uVts* Vtbu2$~ uA8u21uC8u2!~l2û2!1uC8u24m̂l

2~212m̂K
2 2 ŝ!1Re~C8D8* !8m̂l

2~12m̂K
2 !1uD8u24m̂l

2ŝ%,

~4.24!

d2GK*

dŝdû
5

GF
2a2mB

5

211p5
uVts* Vtbu2H uAu2

4
„ŝ~l1û2!14m̂l

2l…1
uEu2

4
„ŝ~l1û2!24m̂l

2l…1
1

4m̂K*
2 @ uBu2

„l2û218m̂K*
2

~ ŝ12m̂l
2!…

1uFu2„l2û218m̂K*
2

~ ŝ24m̂l
2!…#22ŝû@Re~BE* !1Re~AF* !#1

l

4m̂K*
2 @ uCu2~l2û2!

1uGu2„l2û214m̂l
2~212m̂K*

2
2 ŝ!…#2

1

2m̂K*
2 @Re~BC* !~12m̂K*

2
2 ŝ!~l2û2!1Re~FG* !

3„~12m̂K*
2

2 ŝ!~l2û2!14m̂l
2l…#22

m̂l
2

m̂K*
2 l@Re~FH* !2Re~GH* !~12m̂K*

2
!#1uHu2

m̂l
2

m̂K*
2 ŝlJ . ~4.25!

A. Dilepton mass spectrum

We now give formulas for the dilepton invariant mass spectra. Integrating overû in the kinematical region given in Eq
~4.21! we find

dGK

dŝ
5

GF
2a2mB

5

210p5
uVts* Vtbu2û~ ŝ!H ~ uA8u21uC8u2!S l2

û~ ŝ!2

3
D 1uC8u24m̂l

2~212m̂K
2 2 ŝ!

1Re~C8D8* !8m̂l
2~12m̂K

2 !1uD8u24m̂l
2ŝJ , ~4.26!

dGK*

dŝ
5

GF
2a2mB

5

210p5
uVts* Vtbu2û~ ŝ!H uAu2

3
ŝlS 112

m̂l
2

ŝ
D 1uEu2ŝ

û~ ŝ!2

3
1

1

4m̂K*
2

3F uBu2S l2
û~ ŝ!2

3
18m̂K*

2
~ ŝ12m̂l

2! D 1uFu2S l2
û~ ŝ!2

3
18m̂K*

2
~ ŝ24m̂l

2! D G
1

l

4m̂K*
2 F uCu2S l2

û~ ŝ!2

3
D 1uGu2S l2

û~ ŝ!2

3
14m̂l

2~212m̂K*
2

2 ŝ! D G
2

1

2m̂K*
2 FRe~BC* !S l2

û~ ŝ!2

3
D ~12m̂K*

2
2 ŝ!1Re~FG* !S S l2

û~ ŝ!2

3
D ~12m̂K*

2
2 ŝ!14m̂l

2l D G
22

m̂l
2

m̂K*
2 l@Re~FH* !2Re~GH* !~12m̂K*

2
!#1

m̂l
2

m̂K*
2 ŝluHu2J . ~4.27!

Both distributions agree with the ones obtained in@42#. In the limit ml→0 the form factorsf 0 ~or f 2) and A0 do not
contribute. Furthermore, sinceuC7

effu!uC9
effu,uC10u, the influence off T ,T3 on the distributions is subdominant. That mea
4-8
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that roughly dGK/dŝ;u f 1u2 for l 5e,m in the low ŝ region below theJ/C, with a;212% effect coming fromC7
efff T terms.

For B→K* , theb→sg transition is more important: fors,1 GeV2 the photon pole is the dominant contribution, and it s
contributes;230% arounds'3 GeV2.

B. Forward-backward asymmetry

The differential forward-backward asymmetry~FBA! is defined as@28#

dAFB

dŝ
52E

0

û( ŝ)
dû

d2G

dûdŝ
1E

2û( ŝ)

0

dû
d2G

dûdŝ
. ~4.28!

The FBA vanishes inB→Kl 1l 2 decays as can be seen from Eq.~4.24!, since there is no term containingû with an odd power.
For B→K* l 1l 2 decays it reads as follows:

dAFB

dŝ
5

GF
2a2mB

5

210p5
uVts* Vtbu2ŝû~ ŝ!2@Re~BE* !1Re~AF* !#

5
GF

2a2mB
5

28p5
uVts* Vtbu2ŝû~ ŝ!2C10FRe~C9

eff!VA11
m̂b

ŝ
C7

eff
„VT2~12m̂K* !1A1T1~11m̂K* !…G . ~4.29!

The position of the zeroŝ0 is given by

Re„C9
eff~ ŝ0!…52

m̂b

ŝ0

C7
effH T2~ ŝ0!

A1~ ŝ0!
~12m̂K* !1

T1~ ŝ0!

V~ ŝ0!
~11m̂K* !J , ~4.30!
th

al

fo

tr
of

y
n

sed
ef-

me

B

which depends on the value ofmb , the ratio of the effective
coefficientsC7

eff/Re„C9
eff( ŝ0)…, and the ratio of the form

factors shown above. It is interesting to observe that in
Large Energy Effective Theory~LEET! @58#, both ratios of
the form factors appearing in Eq.~4.30! have essentially no
hadronic uncertainty, i.e., all dependence on the intrinsic
nonperturbative quantities cancels, and one has simply

T2

A1
5

11m̂K*

11m̂K*
2

2 ŝ
S 12

ŝ

12m̂K*
2 D ,

T1

V
5

1

11m̂K*
. ~4.31!

With these relations, one has a particularly simple form
the equation determiningŝ0, namely

Re„C9
eff~ ŝ0!…522

m̂b

ŝ0

C7
eff

12 ŝ0

11mK*
2

2 ŝ0

. ~4.32!

Thus, the precision on the zero point of the FB asymme
in B→K* l 1l 2 is determined essentially by the precision
the ratio of the effective coefficients andmb , making it at
par with the corresponding quantity in the inclusive deca
B→Xsl

1l 2, for which the zero point is given by the solutio
of the equation Re„C9

eff( ŝ0)…52(2/ŝ0)C7
eff. We find the

insensitivity ofŝ0 to the decay form factors inB→K* l 1l 2 a
remarkable result, which has also been discussed in@44#.
07402
e

ly

r

y

s

However, the LEET-based result in Eq.~4.31! stands theo-
retically on more rigorous grounds than the arguments ba
on scanning a number of form factor models. With the co
ficients given in Table I andmb54.4 GeV, we find ŝ0
50.10 ~i.e. s052.9 GeV2) in the SM. From Eq.~4.30! it
follows that there is no zero below thecc̄ resonances if both
C9 and C7

eff have the same sign as predicted in so
beyond-the-SM models.

From the experimental point of view the normalized F
asymmetry is more useful, defined as

dĀFB

dŝ
5

dAFB

dŝ
Y dG

dŝ
~4.33!

which is equivalent to the energy asymmetry@18,25#. A
slightly different definition is

dAFB8

dŝ
5

dAFB

dŝ
Y G ~4.34!

whose integral gives theglobal energy asymmetryAFB8
5AFB /G.

We summarize the characteristics of our observables:
(dB/ds)(B→Kl 1l 2) and (dB/ds)(B→K* l 1l 2) get

maximal for maximal uC7
effu,uC9u,uC10u and

sign„C7
effRe(C9

eff)…511.
4-9
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(dĀFB /ds)(B→K* l 1l 2) is proportional toC10 and has
a characteristic zero~barring the trivial solutionC1050,
which we do not entertain here! if Eq. ~4.30! is satisfied,
which requires

sign„C7
effRe~C9

eff!…521. ~4.35!

The condition in Eq.~4.35! provides a discrimination be
tween the SM and models having new physics. For exam
this condition is satisfied in the SM and the SUGRA mod
with low-tanb, in which case the actual position ofŝ0 would
provide the further discriminant. However, it turns out th
the allowed parameter space of the SUGRA models w
large-tanb yield sign„C7

effRe(C9
eff)…511 @22#, leading to

the result that the FB asymmetry in these models is p
metrically different. In particular, in all such cases, there
no zero of the FB asymmetry.

V. BRANCHING RATIOS AND FB ASYMMETRY IN SM

The input parameters that we use in our numerical an
sis are given in Table VI. The parameters which are eit
well known or have a small influence on the decay rates h
been fixed to their central values, but we vary four of t
listed parameters,mt , m, mb,pole and as(mZ), in the indi-
cated range. Furthermore, in the evaluation of the vari
distributions we use form̂b the MSbar mass evaluated at th
scalem5mb,pole , see Eq.~2.3!. In the SM we obtain the
following non-resonant branching ratios, denoted byBnr ( l
5e,m):

Bnr~B→Kl 1l 2!55.731027,

DBnr5~215
127,66,26

17 ,61,62!%, ~5.1!

Bnr~B→Kt1t2!51.331027,

DBnr5~26
122,67,23

14 ,20.2
10.4,61!%, ~5.2!

Bnr~B→K* e1e2!52.331026,

DBnr5~217
129,29

12 ,112,21
14 ,63!%, ~5.3!

Bnr~B→K* m1m2!51.931026,

DBnr5~217
126,66,24

16 ,10.4
20.7,62!%, ~5.4!

Bnr~B→K* t1t2!51.931027,

DBnr5~28
14 ,64,211

113,20.3
10.6,63!%. ~5.5!

The first error in theDBnr consists of hadronic uncertaintie
from the form factors. The other four errors given in t
parentheses are due to the variations ofmt , m, mb,pole and
as(mZ), in order of appearance. In addition, there is an er
of 62.5% from the lifetimestB @15#. The scale dependenc
of the branching ratioBnr(B→K* e1e2) gives 112% and
11.4%, asm is varied fromm5mb,pole to m5mb,pole/2 and
m52mb,pole , respectively, and we have taken the larger
07402
e,
s
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h
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r
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the two errors in this case to estimate the scale depend
of this branching ratio. The largest parametric errors are fr
the uncertainties of the scalem and the top quark mass,mt .
The large scale dependence of the branching ratios refl
essentially that of the effective coefficients. To remedy th
one has to calculate the virtual corrections to the matrix
ements of the partonic decaysb→sl1l 2 to obtain perturba-
tively improved effective coefficients which are both sca
and scheme independent@71#. The exclusive decay form fac
tors, obtained in the LCSR method including the radiat
corrections, depend also onmb ,as and the renormalization
scalem. However, the various dependencies of the form f
tors are inadequate to compensate for the corresponding
pendencies in the effective coefficients being used.
present in Fig. 3 the exclusive branching ratios calculated
the LCSR approach, obtained by adding the stated error
quadrature. We also give, for the sake of completeness,
branching ratios for the inclusive decaysB→(Xs ,Xd) l 1l 2.
In calculating the theoretical dispersion onB→Xdl 1l 2, we
have varied the CKM parameters in the allowed range
tained from the CKM unitarity fits@12#. We have also listed
the present experimental bounds on the exclusive decayB
→(K,K* )e1e2 and B→(K,K* )m1m2, obtained by the
CDF @34# and CLEO@35# Collaborations. Experimental up
per limits on the inclusive decaysB→Xse

1e2 and B
→Xsm

1m2 are from the CLEO Collaboration@33#. All ex-
perimental limits are 90% C.L., and for the sake of this fi

FIG. 3. Theoretical expectations for the exclusive decay bran
ing ratiosB(B→K* l 1l 2), B(B→Kl 1l 2), l 65e6,m6,t6, calcu-
lated in the LCSR method in the SM. For the sake of completen
we also give the branching ratios for the inclusive decaysB
→Xsl

1l 2 and B→Xdl 1l 2 in the SM, including the CKM depen-
dence of the latter. Experimental upper limits~at 90% C.L.! are also
shown: solid squares are from the chargedB1 decays~and charge
conjugate!, circles from the decays ofB0 ~and charge conjugate!,
and the empty squares are from the inclusive decays, averaged
the charged and neutralB decays. All experimental limits are from
the CLEO@35,33# and CDF@34# Collaborations.
4-10
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ure we have averaged the branching ratios for the cha
and neutralB-meson decays, as the differences in th
branching ratios are expected to be minimal theoretically

Figure 3 shows that the exclusive decaysB→K* m1m2

and B→K* e1e2 provide at present the most stringe
bounds on the effective coefficients. While none of the
perimental bounds has reached the SM sensitivity, they
provide interesting upper limits on the parameter space
models with physics beyond the SM. We will discuss th
point in detail below in the context of the SUSY models w
are studying in this paper. We have also estimated
present theoretical precision on the quantitys0 ~zero of the
FB asymmetry! in the decayB→K* l 1l 2 for l 65e6 and
l 65m6. Note, that due to the kinematics, there is no ze
for the FB asymmetry for the caseB→K* t1t2. Theoretical
uncertainties from the form factors and the four parame
discussed above,mt , m, mb,pole andas(mZ), on thes0 are
estimated as61%,60.3%,114%/27%,66%,64%, re-
spectively. As discussed above, the form factor-depend
uncertainty for this quantity is minimal, and the main sourc
of errors arem andmb,pole . The reason of the marked sca
dependence is again the lack of compensating perturba
corrections, in the absence of which the scale dependenc
the Wilson coefficients reflects itself in renderings0 rather
imprecise. Adding the stated errors in quadrature, we e
mate in the SM@fixing mb while varyingm andas(mZ)]:

s052.8820.28
10.44 GeV2. ~5.6!

The actual dilepton mass distributions and the FB asymm
for the decays of interest in the SM will be given later, t
gether with the corresponding estimates in some variant
SUSY.

VI. THE DECAYS B\„K,K* … l¿lÀ IN SUSY MODELS

First studies of rareB decaysB→Xsg andB→Xsl
1l 2 in

the context of MSSM were carried out in@16–18#.4 Since
then, these studies have been updated by taking into acc
progress in theory and experiments. We employ the follo
ing models to study the rareB→K (* )l 1l 2 decays:~i! mini-
mal supergravity ~MSUGRA!, ~ii ! relaxed SUGRA
~RSUGRA!, obtained from MSUGRA by relaxing the un
versal scalar mass condition at the GUT scale@19,20,22#,
~iii ! minimal flavor violating supersymmetric model~MFV!
~in the sense that the flavor violation is solely due to
standard CKM mechanism and resides in the charged cu
sector! @21#, and ~iv! the mass insertion approximatio
~MIA ! @23#. The last of these models serves as a gen
supersymmetric extension of the SM having non-CKM fl
vor violations. We do not consider models with brok
R-parity and assume that there are no new phases fromnew
physicsbeyond the SM, or, equivalently, that the constrai

4There is a wrong sign in the chargino and neutralino box ma
ing condition in@16#. This sign discrepancy between@16# and @18#
has already been mentioned by the latter. We are grateful to T. G
and F. Krüger for clarifying this point.
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from the electric dipole moments of the neutron and char
lepton and indirect constraints from the decayB→Xsg as
well as other FCNC processes render these phases inn
ous. This covers an important part of the supersymme
parameter space, but not all. The issue of supersymm
phases having measurable consequences inCP violations in
B andK decays and electric dipole moments~EDMs! of the
neutron and charged lepton is still far from being settled.
we have not studiedCP asymmetries in the decaysB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2, the neglect of additionalCP phases is not
crucial to the analysis of the decay rates being presen
here.

The strongest constraint on the minimal supersymme
standard model~MSSM! parameter space is coming from
data onB→Xsg @7#, given in Eq. ~1.1!. In terms of the
Wilson coefficients, this puts a bound on the modulus
C7

eff, given in Eq. ~1.2! in the NLO approximation. The
SM-based estimate ofC7

eff in the NLO precision is well
within this range, which then restricts the otherwise allow
parameter space in the supersymmetric models we are
sidering. To be consistent with the precision of other con
butions in B→Xsl

1l 2, and for comparison with the rate
and distributions in the SM, we work withC7

eff(mb,pole) in
the LLA accuracy. This yields the bounds~at 95% C.L.!

0.249<uC7
e f f,LLA~m54.8 GeV!u<0.374. ~6.1!

We remind at the outset that the theoretical uncertaintie
the decay rates are estimated by us to be typically635%.
Hence SUSY searches inB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 will be unam-
biguous only fordrastic SUSY effects.

To illustrate generic SUSY effects inB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2,
we start by assuminguC7

effu.uC7SM
eff u allowing for two pos-

sible solutions,C7
eff,0 ~SM-like! andC7

eff.0 ~allowed in
SUSY models!. We also fix the other two coefficientsC9 and
C10 to their respective SM values. We show the dilept
invariant mass distributions forB→Km1m2 and B
→K* m1m2 decays in Figs. 4 and 5~a!, respectively. The FB
asymmetry forB→K* m1m2 is shown in Fig. 5~b!. These
figures present a comparative study of the SM- and SUS
based distributions, and the attendant theoretical uncert
ties associated with the long-distance effects. For the la
we have used the Kru¨ger-Sehgal~KS! approach@29# and the
Ali-Mannel-Morozumi~AMM ! approach@28# to estimate the
resonance-related uncertainties. These figures illustrate
despite non-perturbative uncertainties, it will be possible
distinguish between the SM and a theoretical scenario
which the magnitude of the effective coefficients are simil
but C7

eff has the ‘‘wrong sign.’’ For the dilepton invarian
mass, this reverses the sign of the interference term inv
ing Re„(C7

eff)* •C9
eff
… which leads to significant differenc

in the decaysB→K* l 1l 2. More striking deviation from the
SM prediction is found inAFB for the models in which the
condition Eq.~4.35! is not satisfied, resulting in a FB asym
metry which remains negative below theJ/c-resonance re-
gion. This would be adrastic deviationfrom the SM, which
cannot be fudged away due to non-perturbative effects.
terestingly, the situationC7

eff.2C7SM
eff is met in a number

of SUSY models as discussed below. In addition, in a g

-

to
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eral flavor-violating supersymmetric model, also the oth
two Wilson coefficients (C9 andC10) may have either sign
In this case, the FB asymmetry inB→K* l 1l 2 may have a
functional dependence on the dilepton mass which is cha
teristically different than the ones obtaining in the SM a
SUGRA models, as shown below.

More elaborate changes from new physics~NP! in the
values of the relevant Wilson coefficients can be taken i
account by the~correlated! ratios (i 57,9,10)

Ri~m![
C i

NP1C i
SM

C i
SM

5
Ci

C i
SM

, ~6.2!

which depend on the renormalization scale~except forC10),
for which we shall always takem5mb,pole . The experimen-
tal constraint fromB→Xsg given in Eq.~1.1! now translates
into the bound

0.80,uR7~m54.8 GeV!u,1.20, ~6.3!

FIG. 4. The dilepton invariant mass distribution inB
→Km1m2 decays, using the form factors from LCSR as a funct
of s. Solid curve: SD1 LD using Ref.@29#; dashed curve: SD1
LD using Ref. @28#; dotted curve: pure SD; long-short dash
curve: SD1 LD using Ref.@29# with C7

eff52C7SM
eff .
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where the coefficients are understood to be calculated in
leading-log approximation~LLA ! precision. In the numerica
estimates, we have usedBsl5(10.460.4)% for the average
semileptonic branching ratio, and have set the heavy qu
expansion parameters to the valuesl1520.20 GeV2 and
l250.12 GeV2. The allowed values of the other two ratio
R9 and R10 are taken from the literature for the MSUGR
and RSUGRA models@20,22#, and for the other two models
MFV and MIA, we have calculated them. In particular, in th
MIA approach, large enhancements are anticipated in
branching ratioB(B→Xsl

1l 2) in some allowed region of
the parameter space@23#. These enhancements, suitab
modified by the form factors, are also present in the bran
ing ratios for the exclusive decaysB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 3, some of these branching ratios
bounded quite stringently, in particular, for the decaysB
→K* e1e2 andB→K* m1m2 @34,35#. AssumingR7 in the
allowed range, we shall work out the constraints on the
fective coefficientsC9 and C10 ~equivalentlyR9 and R10).
Based on this analysis, we shall show the dilepton invari
mass spectra and the FB asymmetry in some represent
cases.

A. B\„K,K* … l¿lÀ in SUGRA models

We shall consider here both the minimal and restric
SUGRA models ~MSUGRA, RSUGRA!. The parameter
space of these models may be decomposed into two qua
tively different regions, which can be characterized by tanb
values. For small tanb, say tanb;2, the sign ofC7

eff is the
same as in the SM. Here, no spectacular deviations from
SM can be expected in the decaysB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2. Given
the theoretical uncertainties shown earlier by us, we th
that it would be very difficult to disentangle any SUSY e
fects for this scenario in these decays. For large tanb, the
situation is more interesting due to correlations involving t
branching ratio for B→Xsg, the mass of the lightes
CP-even Higgs boson,mh , and sign(msusy), appearing in
the Higgs superpotential. In this case, there are two branc
for the solutions formh and B(B→Xsg). The interesting
scenario for SUSY searches inB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 is the one in
which sign(msusy) and mh admit C7

eff to be positive. For
example, this happens for tanb>10, in which casemh
-

;

FIG. 5. The dilepton invariant
mass distribution~a!, and the nor-
malized FB asymmetry~b! in B
→K* m1m2 decays, using the
form factors in LCSR as a func
tion of s in the SM. Solid curves:
SD 1 LD according to Ref.@29#;
dashed curves: SD1 LD using
Ref. @28#; dotted curves: pure SD
long-short dashed curves: SD1
LD using Ref. @29# with C7

eff

52C7SM
eff .
4-12
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5(1152125) GeV andC7
eff is positive and obeys theB

→Xsg bounds@22#. Following the generic case shown ea
lier, one expects a constructive interference of the terms
pending onC7

eff andC9 in the dilepton invariant mass spe
tra. For the sake of illustration, we use

R7521.2, R951.03, R1051.0, ~6.4!

obtained for tanb530 @20#, as a representative large-tanb
solution, to study the effects on our observables. We find
in the low-q2 region the branching ratio forB→Km1m2 is
enhanced by about 30% compared to the SM one, as sh
in Fig. 6. This enhancement is difficult to disentangle fro
the non-perturbative uncertainties attendant with the SM
tributions ~shown as the shaded band in this figure!. The
dilepton mass distribution forB→K* m1m2 is more prom-
ising, as in this case the enhancement is around 100%,
Fig. 7, and this is distinguishable from the SM-related th
retical uncertainties~shown as the shaded band in this fi
ure!. Note that the resulting branching ratios are consist
with the present experimental upper bounds on these de
given earlier. The supersymmetric effects presented here
very similar to the ones worked out for the inclusive deca
B→Xsl

1l 2 @20#, where enhancements of (502100)% were
predicted in the low-q2 branching ratios. The effect ofR7
being negative is striking in the FB asymmetry as shown
Fig. 8, in which the two SUGRA curves are plotted using E
~6.4! ~for R7,0) and by flipping the sign ofR7 but keeping
the magnitudes ofRi to their values given in this equation
Summarizing for the SUGRA theories, large tanb solutions
lead toC7

eff being positive, which implies that FB asymm
try below theJ/c-resonant region remains negative~hence,

FIG. 6. The dilepton invariant mass distribution inB
→Km1m2 decays, using the form factors from LCSR as a funct

of s. All resonantcc̄ states are parametrized as in Ref.@29#. The
solid line represents the SM and the shaded area depicts the
factor–related uncertainties. The dotted line corresponds to
SUGRA model withR7521.2, R951.03 andR1051. The long-
short dashed lines correspond to an allowed point in the param
space of the MIA-SUSY model, given byR7520.83, R950.92
andR1051.61. The corresponding pure SD spectra are shown in
lower part of the plot.
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no zero in the FB asymmetry in this region! and one expects
an enhancement up to a factor two in the dilepton mass
tribution in B→K* e1e2 andB→K* m1m2.

B. B\„K,K* … l¿lÀ in MFV-SUSY model

The MFV-SUSY model is based on the assumption
minimal flavor violation. Here, quarks and squarks a
aligned so there is no flavor-changingq2q̃82(Z̃,g̃,g̃) ver-
tex and the charged one,d2ũ2x̃6, is governed by the

rm
e

ter

e

FIG. 7. The dilepton invariant mass distribution inB
→K* m1m2 decays, using the form factors from LCSR as a fun

tion of s. All resonantcc̄ states are parametrized as in Ref.@29#.
The legends are the same as in Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. The normalized forward-backward asymmetry inB
→K* m1m2 decay as a function ofs, using the form factors from

the LCSR approach. All resonantcc̄ states are parametrized as
Ref. @29#. The solid line denotes the SM prediction. The dott
~long-short dashed! lines correspond to the SUGRA~the MIA-
SUSY! model, using the parameters given in Eq.~6.4! @Eq. ~6.10!#
with the upper and lower curves representing theC7

eff,0 and
C7

eff.0 case, respectively. The dashed curves indicating a pos
asymmetry for larges correspond to the MIA-SUSY models usin
the parameters given in Eq.~6.11!, i.e. the ’’best depression sce
nario‘‘ with C10.0.
4-13
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CKM matrix. As a consequence, in this model neutralin
down-squark and gluino-down-squark graphs do not cont
ute to eitherb→sg or b→sl1l 2 transitions. In addition to
the charged Higgs-boson–top-quark graphs, chargino

type squarks loops with a light stopt̃ 1, and theW6-top
quark loops, present in the SM, give the dominant contri
tion. While not holding generally, the assumptions in t
minimal flavor violation~MFV! SUSY model are valid ove
an important part of the minimal supersymmetric parame
space@21#. They have the simplifying feature that the dom
nant supersymmetric effects remain confined to charged
rent transitions and relatively easy to test experimentally
to well-defined correlations in several measurable quant
involving FCNC transitions@21,12#.

As is well known@72#, in the two-Higgs doublet model o
type II ~2HDM model II!, which is embedded also in th
MFV-SUSY construct, the charged-Higgs-boson contrib
tion is always additive to the SM, i.e.,C7

eff(2HDM),0,
yielding a lower bound on the charged Higgs boson m
mH6 ~almost! independent of tanb, above tanb.1. In
MFV, the x̃62 t̃ 1 loop can compensate theH62t contribu-
tion, with a large positive contribution toC7

eff. We scan over
the parameter space in the range 55 GeV,mH6,1 TeV, 0
,M2 ,umsusyu,500 GeV, wheremsusy is the bilinear Higgs
boson coupling in the superpotential andM2 is the gaugino
soft breaking mass. We usemq̃5mt̃ 2

51 TeV, wheremq̃

denotes the~degenerate! masses of other than top squark
and fix mñ550 GeV to its lower bound. We reject too ligh
charginos, demandingmx̃6.70 GeV, and also solution
which do not satisfy the bounds from the branching ratio
B→Xsg. The chargino contribution toC7

eff decreases for
larger values ofmt̃ 1

and we therefore keep it to its minima

value mt̃ 1
570 GeV. We have chosen a stop mixing ang

u t̃562p/5, i.e. the light stopt̃ 15cosu t̃ t̃L1sinu t̃ t̃R is al-
most right handed.

For small tanb, for which we again take tanb52, we
find that the ratioR7 remains positive, i.e.C7

eff,0, and lies
within the experimentally allowed bounds fromB→Xsg,
and the other two ratios are in the range 0.98,R9,1.07 and
0.79,R10,1.15. For large tanb, taken to be 30, just as in
the SUGRA models discussed earlier,C7

eff changes sign
(R7,0). The ratiosR9 andR10 are again always positive bu
now R9 is almost identical to 1, andR10 tends to lie below
the SM value. Numerically, we find the ranges 0.99,R9
,1, 0.93,R10,1.02. The maximal~minimal! value of
tanb found for R7.0(,0) is 5 ~20!. In contrast, a no mix-
ing choiceu t̃56p/2 or t̃ 1. t̃ R yields, for both tanb52 and
30, C7

eff,0 or equivalentlyR7.0.
In general, in the MFV model, SUSY effects onC9 and

C10 are much smaller than the corresponding one onC7
eff. A

large value of tanb helpsC7
eff to satisfy theB→Xsg bounds

but admits a sign opposite to the one in the SM. Domin
SUSY contributions toC9 and C10 are due to the charge
Higgs boson exchange and are suppressed as;1/tan2b, for
large tanb. Chargino effects inC9 and C10 increase for
larger values of the ratioM2 /umsusyu.1. Using the central
values of the parameters and the LCSR form factors,
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maximal non-resonant branching ratios in the MFV a
found for the ratiosR7521.2, R951.0 and R1051.02:
B nr

maxMFV(B→Km1m2)57.531027 and B nr
maxMFV(B

→K* m1m2)53.231026. While larger than the corre
sponding branching ratios in the SM, they are compati
with the present experimental bounds@34,35#. Our findings
in the MFV-SUSY model are very similar to the SUGR
case and in agreement with@19# for the inclusive decays. As
the values ofRi for the maximal non-resonant branchin
ratios in the MFV model are almost identical to the
SUGRA-model counterparts given in Eq.~6.4!, for which we
have shown the dilepton invariant mass spectra and
asymmetry, we refrain from showing the corresponding fi
ures for the MFV case.

C. B\„K,K* … l¿lÀ in the MIA approach

The minimal insertion approach aims at including all po
sible squark mixing effects in a model independent w
Choosing aq,q̃ basis where theq2q̃2x̃0 andq2q̃2g̃ cou-
plings are flavor diagonal, flavor changes are incorporated
a non-diagonal mass insertion in theq̃ propagator, which can
be parametrized as (A,B5 left, right! @73#

~d i j
up,down!A,B5

~mi j
up,down!A,B

2

mq̃
2 , ~6.5!

where (mi j
up,down)A,B

2 are the off-diagonal elements of the u
~down! squark mass squared matrices that mix flavori andj,
for both the right- and left-handed scalars, andmq̃

2 is the
average squark mass squared. The sfermion propagator
expanded in terms of theds. The Wilson coefficients have
the following structure (k57,9,10):

Ck5C k
SM1C k

diag1C k
MIA , ~6.6!

where C MIA is given in terms of (d i j
up,down)A,B

2 up to two
mass insertions@23#, andC k

diag being the SUSY contribution
in the basis where only flavor-diagonal contributions are
lowed. It is tacitly assumed that theds are small and this
defines the theoretical consistency of this approach wh
has to be checkeda posteriori.

The MIA-SUSY approach has been recently used in
analysis of the decaysB→Xsl

1l 2 @23#, taking into account
the present bounds on the coefficientC7

eff(mB) following
from the decayB→Xsg. The other two coefficientsC 9

MIA

andC 10
MIA are calculated by scanning over the allowed sup

symmetric parameter space@23#. For msusy.2160 GeV,
mg̃.mq̃.250 GeV,mt̃ 1

590 GeV,mñ.50 GeV, these co-
efficients are expressed as

C 9
MIA~mB!521.2~d23

u !LL10.69~d23
u !LR20.51~d23

d !LL ,

C 10
MIA51.75~d23

u !LL28.25~d23
u !LR . ~6.7!

Of these, the mass insertions (d23
d )LL and (d23

u )LL are related
by a CKM rotation and the bound on one implies a simi
bound on the other. One may have marked enhanceme
4-14
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depletion in the branching ratios for the decayB→Xsl
1l 2.

Note also the large numerical coefficient of (d23
u )LR in the

expression forC 10
MIA . For the parameters for which Eq.~6.7!

holds, the diagonal-SUSY contributions toC9 and C10 are:
C9

diag(mB)520.35,C10
diag520.27. Depending on the

value of (d23
u )LR and (d23

u )LL , the coefficientC 10
MIA may eas-

ily overcome the SM and the diagonal-MSSM contributio
in this coefficient, changing the overall sign of the FB asy
metry. This feature is a marked difference between this s
nario and the competing ones, namely SUGRA and MF
whereC10 remains close to the SM value~see Table I!. This
feature has been noted already in@23# in the context of the
FB asymmetry in the inclusive decayB→Xsl

1l 2.
To maximize the effects in this general flavor-violatin

supersymmetric context, several special cases have
studied in Ref.@23# in detail. We shall discuss the followin
three scenarios from this work:5

~1! ‘‘Best enhancement scenario’’ for the branching ra
B(B→Xsl

1l 2), which corresponds to the choiceC7
eff

50.445, (d23
d )LL5(d23

u )LL520.5 and (d23
u )LR50.9;

~2! ‘‘Best enhancement scenario withC7
eff,0,’’ corre-

sponding to usingC7
eff520.445, (d23

d )LL520.5, (d23
u )LL

520.1 and (d23
u )LR50.9;

~3! ‘‘Best depression scenario,’’ corresponding toC7
eff

520.25, (d23
d )LL50.5, (d23

u )LL50.1 and (d23
u )LR520.6.

With these choices, drastic effects in the branching ra
and the FB asymmetry have been predicted for the dec
B→Xsl

1l 2, as displayed in Figs. 5–8 in Ref.@23#. To wit,
in the first scenario listed above, enhancements as large
factor 5 are admissible inB(B→Xse

1e2) and even higher,
6.5, in B→Xsm

1m2.
We shall largely follow this analysis here in discussi

the decay characteristics of the exclusive decaysB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 but would like to add a dissenting rema
concerning the coefficientC7

eff(mB). We recall that the ex-
tremal values used forC7

eff(mB) in @23# correspond to using
the 99% C.L. limits onB(B→Xsg), which give the bounds
0.252,uC7

effu,0.445 in the NLO approximation. This pro
cedure allows a much larger range for the ratioR7 than the
one given in Eq.~6.3!, which is then partly reflected in th
branching ratios forB→Xsl

1l 2.
We argue that even with this more restricted range

C7
eff, the two ‘‘best enhancement scenarios f

B→Xsl
1l 2’’ of Ref. @23# alluded to above give too larg

branching ratios for the exclusive decays being studied h
To be specific, in the first scenario, the parameters gi
above translate intoR951.26 andR1052.84.6 The central
values of the form factors calculated here in the LCSR
proach then lead to the following branching rati

5The specific values given above for the mass insertion param
(d23

d )LL have been kindly provided to us by Ignazio Scimemi. W
also draw attention to several misprints in the tables given in@23#
and trust that an Erratum is being issued by the authors of Ref.@23#.

6We neglect the effect from the RG running fromm5mB ~used in
@23#! to m5mb,pole used by us.
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B nr
max,MIA(B→K* m1m2)511.531026, which is approxi-

mately 3 times larger than the recent CDF~90% C.L.! upper
limit on this quantity@34#,

B~B0→K* 0m1m2!,4.031026. ~6.8!

The B→K transition in this scenario is likewise enhance
yielding a branching ratioB nr

max,MIA(B→Km1m2)53.2
31026, which is typically a factor 5 larger than the SM
branching ratio, but still compatible with the experimen
upper limit, B(B1→K1m1m2),5.231026 @34#. Hence,
the present experimental upper bound onB→K* m1m2 pro-
vides non-trivial bounds onC9 andC10, equivalently onR9
andR10, which we now proceed to work out.

D. Bounds onC9 and C10 from present data

The branching ratiosB→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 can be expressed
as quadratic equations in the coefficientsC7

eff, C9 andC10.
Given the branching ratios~equivalently upper bounds!,
these equations can be solved numerically and yield the
lowed contours in theC9-C10 plane. For working out the
constraints, we use the experimental bound in Eq.~6.8! and
the following expression which follows from Eq.~4.27!:

B~B→K* m1m2!5aK*
(nr)uC7

effu21bK*
(nr)uC9u21cK*

(nr)uC10u2

1dK*
(nr)C7

effC91eK*
(nr)C7

eff1 f K*
(nr)C9

1gK*
(nr) . ~6.9!

The coefficientsaK*
(nr) , . . . ,gK*

(nr) are tabulated in Table VII,
using the central values of theB→K* form factors in Table
III and the maximum and minimum values of the same giv
in Tables IV and V, respectively. Of these, the coefficien
bK*

(nr) and cK*
(nr) coincide if one neglects thel 6 masses. The

superscript on these coefficients is a reminder that only n
resonant contributions are included.

The quadratic equation in Eq.~6.9! is solved numerically
for the two distinct situationsC7

eff,0 ~SM-like! and C7
eff

.0 ~new physics scenario! in the experimentally allowed
range forC7

eff given in Eq.~6.1!. The resulting 90% C.L.
allowed contours are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, resp
tively. The solid curves in these figures are obtained by us
the central values of the form factors and the inner and o
dashed curves represent the maximal and minimal allow
values of the same, respectively. Note that the loosest bou
emerge from the minimal allowed values of the form facto

ter

TABLE VII. Coefficients of the nonresonant branching rat
B(B→K* m1m2) in units of 1027 in the decomposition as in Eq
~6.9!, integrated over the fullq2 range for different sets of form
factors given in Tables III–V.

aK*
(nr) bK*

(nr) cK*
(nr) dK*

(nr) eK*
(nr) f K*

(nr) gK*
(nr)

FF~central! 21.295 0.502 0.500 3.530 1.434 0.413 0.14
FF~max! 28.183 0.630 0.633 4.577 1.859 0.520 0.18
FF~min! 16.795 0.417 0.416 2.864 1.164 0.343 0.12
4-15
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Also, in working out the constraints shown in these figur
we have fixeduC7

effu5uC7min
eff u50.249 in the allowed range

given in Eq. ~6.1!, as this gives for both the cases (C7
eff

,0 andC7
eff.0) the loosest bounds onC9 and C10. This

can be seen in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 drawn forC7
eff,0 and

C7
eff.0, respectively, where we show the dependence of

bounds in theC9-C10 plane on the experimentally allowe
range foruC7

effu given in Eq.~6.1!. In these figures, we us
the minimum values of the form factors given in Table V f
reasons given above. In Figs. 9 and 11, we also show the
point ~see Table I! and the SUSY-MIA points for the ‘‘bes
enhancement scenario withC7

eff,0,’’ corresponding to
C9(mB)55.0, C105212.5, and the ‘‘best depression sc
nario with C7

eff,0,’’ corresponding toC9(mB)53.2, C10
50.2 @23#. We note that the ‘‘best enhancement scena
with C7

eff,0’’ is ruled out by data. The other MIA-SUSY
point, as well as the SM, are both well within the experime

FIG. 9. Bounds on the coefficientsC9(mB) and C10 resulting
from the experimental upper boundB(B0→K* 0m1m2),4.0
31026 ~at 90% C.L.! @34# andC7

eff(m54.8 GeV)520.249 from
the bounds given in Eq.~6.1!.The SM point and two representativ
points in the SUSY-MIA approach from Ref.@23# are also shown.
The three curves correspond to using the central values of the
factors~solid curve!, the minimum~outer dashed curve! and maxi-
mum ~inner dashed curve! allowed values discussed in Sec. III.

FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9 but for the solution withC7
eff

50.249. The pointMIAbest corresponds to the ‘‘best enhanceme
scenario’’ of Ref.@23#, discussed in the text.
07402
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tal bound. The SUSY-MIA point corresponding to the ‘‘be
enhancement scenario withC7

eff.0’’ of Ref. @23# is shown
in the C9-C10 plane in Figs. 10 and 12. This corresponds
the point C9(mB)55.5, C105213.2. As anticipated, this
‘‘best enhancement scenario withC7

eff.0’’ is convincingly
ruled out by the experimental upper bound onB(B
→K* m1m2). The analysis shown in Figs. 9–12 holds f
all models discussed here in this paper in which the SD ph
ics can be encoded in terms of the three real Wilson coe
cientsC7

eff, C9 andC10. The point we wish to stress is tha
existing data onB→K* m1m2, in conjunction with the
branching ratioB(B→Xsg), provides non-trivial constraints
on C9 andC10.

Illustrative examples of the dilepton invariant mass sp
trum in the decaysB→Km1m2 and B→K* m1m2 in the
MIA approach are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Th
have been calculated for the following values:

R7560.83, R950.92, R1051.61, ~6.10!

which are allowed by the present experimental bounds.

rm

t

FIG. 11. The same as Fig. 9, but showing the dependence o
bounds on the experimentally allowed range foruC7

effu, 0.249
<uC7

effu<0.374, with the form factors fixed to their minimum va
ues given in Table V.

FIG. 12. The same as Fig. 11, but withC7
eff.0.
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TABLE VIII. Coefficients in units of 1027 defined in Eqs.~6.13! and ~6.14! in the KS prescription@29#.

a b c d e f g h j k

K 0.193 0.068 0.068 0.230 0.163 0.097 0.045 - - -
K* 13.119 0.197 0.196 1.760 0.995 0.236 0.083 0.943 0.089 0.0
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characteristic difference in this case, as compared to
SUGRA and MFV-SUSY models, lies in the significant
enhanced value ofC10.

As already mentioned, a characteristic of the MIA a
proach is that the sign ofC10 (C10

SM,0) depends on the
quantities (d23

u )LR and (d23
u )LL . In particular, the large num

ber in front of (d23
u )LR in C10, obtained for the specific val

ues of the SUSY parameter space, could change the sig
this Wilson coefficient. This has no effect on the dilept
invariant mass distributions, as they depend quadratically
C10, but it would change the sign ofAFB in B→K* l 1l 2. To
illustrate this, we use the parameters close to the so-ca
‘‘best depression’’ scenario@23#, corresponding to the fol-
lowing values:

R7560.83, R950.79, R10520.38, ~6.11!

and plot the resulting normalized FB asymmetry in Fig.
The positive FB asymmetry inB→K* l 1l 2 ~as well as in
B→Xsl

1l 2 shown in @23#! for the dilepton invariant mas
below the resonantJ/c region is rather unique, as none
the other models considered here~SM, SUGRA and MFV!
admit solutions with positiveC10.

Finally, to facilitate a model independent determination
the coefficientsC7

eff, C9, and C10 from the decaysB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2, we write down a parametrization of the pa
tially integrated branching ratios and FBA in the lows re-
gion. Using, for the sake of definiteness,smin50.25 GeV2,
smax58.0 GeV2, the partial branching ratiosDBX and the
corresponding FB asymmetryDAFB can be expressed a
(X5K,K* )

DBX[E
smin

smax
ds

dB~B→Xm1m2!

ds
~6.12!

5aXuC7
effu21bXuC9u21cXuC10u21dXC7

effC9

1eXC7
eff1 f XC91gX ~6.13!

DAFB[tBE
smin

smax
ds

dAFB~B→K* m1m2!

ds

5C10~hXC7
eff1 j XC91kX!. ~6.14!

Numerical values of the coefficients are given in Tab
VIII. They have been obtained by using the central values
the form factors and other parameters given in Table III a
Table VI, respectively. Specifying a model by the effecti
coefficientsC7

eff(mB), C9
eff(mB) and C10 enables one to

obtain readily the predictions forDBX andDA in this model.
In the SM, we estimateDBK52.9031027, DBK* 57.67
31027 and DAFB520.7131027, yielding DĀFB
5DAFB /DBK* 529.2%. The branching ratios for the de
07402
e

-

of

n

ed

.

f

f
d

caysB→(K,K* )e1e2 are practically identical. Typical the
oretical errors on these quantities, obtained by varying
form factors and the parametersmt , mb , m andLQCD in the
ranges discussed earlier and adding the individual error
quadrature are630% forDB and638% forDA. However,
the branching ratios and the FB asymmetry may be sign
cantly enhanced~or depressed! in some variants of the su
persymmetric models discussed. WithO(108) BB̄ events an-
ticipated at theB factories and HERA-B, and much highe
yields at the Fermilab Tevatron and CERN LHC expe
ments, these rates and asymmetries will allow precision t
of the SM and may indicate the presence of new physics

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Before summarizing our results, we would like to com
ment on the contributions from the helicity-flipped counte
parts of the SM operatorsO7 , O9 andO10:

O785
e

16p2
s̄smnmbLbFmn, ~7.1!

O985
e2

16p2
s̄RgmbRl̄ gml , ~7.2!

O108 5
e2

16p2
s̄RgmbRl̄ gmg5l . ~7.3!

In an enlarged operator basis including these and the
operators, the various distributions for the decays of inte
can be obtained from the substitutionsCi→Ci1Ci8 ( i
57,9,10) in the matrix elements and the auxiliary functio
Eqs. ~4.6!–~4.17! for B→K, and for B→K* in the terms
which are proportional to the form factorsV andT1. In the
remainder of theB→K* amplitude, the contribution of the
helicity-flipped operators enters with the opposite sign, i
Ci→Ci2Ci8 .

We note that in all models with minimal flavor violation
like the SM, 2HDM, and MFV, the contributions of th
flipped operatorsO7,9,108 vanish in thems→0 limit. In the
general non-diagonal MSSM scenarios, there are finite c
tributions even for a vanishings-quark mass due to the
neutralino-gluino-down-squark loops. However, under
assumption that no large cancellations happen, we can
clude from the data onB(B→Xsg) which boundsuC7

effu2

1uC7
eff8u2 that C7

eff8 must be small compared toC7
eff. Fur-

ther, neglecting box diagrams, the helicity structure of
~penguin! loops responsible forC9,108 can be related to the

ones of the flipped photon penguinC7
eff8 and hence is sup
4-17
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pressed as well. We also note that we have neglected
effects of the neutral Higgs exchanges, which may lead
some inaccuracies for the decayB→(K,K* )t1t2 in some
parts of the SUSY parameter space. They are insignific
for the decays involving the (K,K* )m1m2 and
(K,K* )e1e2 states, where most of the experimen
searches will be concentrated.

We summarize our results: We have undertaken an
proved calculation of the form factors in the decaysB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 in the light cone QCD sum rule approac
Using this framework, we have calculated the partial bran
ing ratios, dilepton invariant mass spectra and the forwa
backward asymmetry for these decays in the context of
SM. We have also undertaken a comparative study of
phenomenological profiles of these decays in a numbe
supersymmetric models. These include the SUGRA mod
minimal-flavor-violation SUSY model, and a general flavo
violating SUSY framework using the mass insertion appro
mation. The role of the forward-backward asymmetry in t
decaysB→K* l 1l 2 in searching for new physics is emph
sized. We show that the large-(tanb) solution in the
SUGRA models, but also some parameter space of the M
model, yield FB asymmetries, which are strikingly differe
from the SM. In particular, the value of the dilepton invaria
mass for which the FB asymmetry may become zero,s0,
may provide a precision test of the SM. A simple analy
expression fors0 is derived, and we have argued that t
form factor dependence ins0 cancels in the large energ
expansion approximation. We have analyzed the present
Y
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on B→Xsg and existing limits on the decaysB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 to put bounds on the coefficientsC9 and
C10. While these bounds do not yet probe the SM, they
provide non-trivial constraints on extensions of the SM.
particular, the ‘‘best enhancement SUSY-MIA scenario
for the branching ratiosB(B→Xsl

1l 2), shown for some
chosen supersymmetric parameters in Ref.@23#, are ruled out
by the existing upper limit on the exclusive branching ra
B(B0→K* 0m1m2) @34#. Finally, we show the dilepton
mass spectra and the FB asymmetry for illustrative value
the supersymmetric parameters and argue that the decaB
→(K,K* ) l 1l 2 hold great promise in unraveling new phy
ics.
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